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BAYOU LAFOURCHE CORRIDOR PLAN
Ascension, Assumption, and Lafourche Parishes

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Bayou Lafourche flows 110 miles from the Mississippi River at Donaldsonville,
Louisiana, to the Gulf of Mexico. On its way to the Gulf, the bayou passes tluough many
communities, both large and small, and crosses tluee parishes: Ascension, Assumption, and
Lafourche. In its glmy days, the bayou was the primmy mode of transportation or "Main
Street" of the region. Today, the bayou is
bordered by roadways along both of its
banks-Louisiana Highway I (LA I) and
Louisiana Highway 308 (LA 308).
This report is a joint effo1t by the
Ascension, Assumption, and Lafourche Parish
govermnents along with the municipalities of
Donaldsonville, Napoleonville, Thibodaux,
Lockport, and Golden Meadow to identify and
expand upon existing cultural and ecological
tourist attractions that offer economic benefits
along the bayou and to propose new projects.
It also analyzes and prioritizes these projects
according to the desires of the citizens.

Pull Ferry h1 Labadieyille (Barthet, circa 1880's)

While the plan is a joint effmt of eight separate and distinct political subdivisions, the
Bayou Lafourche Corridor Plan views the bayou as a region, not separate parishes or
municipalities. As a result, proposed projects are weighed relative to development priority in
accordance with social, cultural, and economic benefits for the corridor and not by political
jurisdiction.

1.1

Background

A conversation between Lafourche Parish President Charlotte Randolph and U.S.
Senator Maiy Landrieu at a Smart Growth conference in April 2005 became the catalyst for
the Bayou Lafourche Corridor Plan. The commitment to view Bayou Lafourche as a single
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entity and not as separate parishes and municipalities grew from that meeting. This approach
has created a common vision for economic development and ecotourism growth.
In July 2005, the U.S. Senate Appropriations Committee met to finalize bill number
H.S. 3058. Senator Mary Landrieu, as a member of the Appropriations Committee, secured
$500,000 in the Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Economic Development Initiative
(EDI) for "Wate1fi'ont Development along Bayou Lafourche in Ascension, Assumption and
Lafourche Parishes, Louisiana" (Congressional Record, 17 Nov. 2005; HI 0873).
In August 2005, Senator Landrieu met with parish goverrnnent officials to discuss the
HUD EDI project as well as the potential for additional funding. An agreement was reached
by the eight governmental entities to designate Lafourche Parish as the managing entity for
the project. On November 30, 2005, the bill was signed into law by the President. Funding
became available in April 2006. Between Januaiy and April 2007, five public meetings were
held along the corridor to gather inpnt from the citizens. At the final public meeting,
conceptual plans and projects for the corridor initiative were presented and projects were
rated. The infonnation presented in this report is the direct result of an in-depth inventmy and
analysis of the co!1'idor and input from these public meetings.

1.2

Approach and Methodology

The overriding pmposes of the Bayou Lafourche Corridor Plan are to create a unified
and identifiable "Bayou Lafourche Corridor" by way of a shared vision of local stakeholders
(i.e., citizenry) and by developing ecological and cultural tourist attractions that stimulate
economic growth along the c01Tidor. The plan is intended to assist local citizens,
municipalities, and parish governments in identifying and developing applicable projects
along the bayou and elsewhere in the tln·ee parish area. The identification and assessment of
these projects will provide local goverrnnents with the justification needed to request federal
and state funding as well as for garnering local funds.
In the process of preparing the corridor plan, existing planning documents related to
natural and cultural features of the three parish area were collected and incorporated into the
study. With the assistance of local government agencies and citizens, additional project
concepts and ideas were developed and incmporated into the plan and prioritized for
implementation. The public meetings tln·oughout the three parish area provided the
opportunity for public input.
Involvement of the general public was the key to determining the needs of the area.
Through the series of public meetings and discussions, the citizens and local government
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officials voiced their opinions, concerns, and aspirations for the corridor. This input provided
the foundation and common vision for improvements along the bayou.
By way of methodology, this document serves as a vehicle for immediate plami.ing,
funding, and implementation of projects along and within the corridor region, and it
accomplishes the following objectives:
•

Collects existing plam1ing effotts along the corridor and summarizes them into
one document

•

Creates an inventmy of existing points of interest (IJ.istorical sites, buildings,
churches, plantations, natural resources, etc.)

•

Provides a unifying corridor initiative

•

Offers new projects to enhance cultural and enviro1m1entally based tourism in the
c01Tidor

•

Identifies and prioritizes projects for implementation

•

Provides general order of magnitude cost estimates for implementation of each
project

•

Offers a strategy for implementation

As with any regional plmming effort, this project involves a broadly-based vision for
the benefit of the entire region. By combining the assets and opportunities of the eight
govenunental entities, the plami.ing approach empowers the local conununities to work
together for one common goal-to bring economic growth to the area based upon the
historical, social, and environmental assets of the
region.
The ultimate goal of Iii.is corridor plan is to
miite the citizemy of the three parish area in the
pursuit of econmnic growth, to secure funding for
the building of projects over a defined period of
time, and to showcase the natural and IJ.istoric
beauty of Bayou Lafourche and its environs.

Floating Gallery Boat "Success" on Bayou
Lafourche (Barthct, late 1880s)
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2.0 INVENTORY AND ANALYSIS
2.1

Setting-Physical, Social and Cultural

As recently as 800 years ago, Bayou Lafourche was the mam channel of the
Mississippi River (Spearing, p. 76). Over several centuries, the river changed its course to its
present channel, and the bayou became a tributmy of the river. As seen in Exhibit 2.1, the
Bayou Lafourche ridge is one of three major alluvial-based ridges, the others being the
current Mississippi River alignment and the Bayou Teche ridge extending from Lafayette and
New Iberia to Morgan City and then c01mecting with the Bayou Lafourche ridge at Larose.
The graphic also depicts how southeast Louisiana geology dictates human settlement patterns
because much of the geology of the region consists of river alluvium and marsh. As a general
rnle, development occurs on the three primary and numerous secondmy ridges shown in red.

Exhibit 2.1: Southeast Louisiana Rid es

After: Spearing, "Geological Map ofSoutheasten1 Louisiana," p. 48
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When the European explorers sailed down the Mississippi River, they encountered a
fork in the channel at the headwaters of Bayou Lafourche. They named the fork for the
Chitimacha Indians who lived in the area-"/a fourche de Chitimachas. " By the time of the
Louisiana Purchase, a trading post had been established at that location. The trading post
eventually became the city of Donaldsonville. At the time, the bayou was a sh01tcut to the
Gulf of Mexico. River travel along the bayou brought growth and commerce to the area, and
many communities were built along the banks of the bayou. The fetiile land allowed
agricultural commerce to flourish as it still does today. In 1830, Donaldsonville was the
capital of Louisiana.
The corridor is located in relative proximity to three major metropolitan areas of
south Louisiana-New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Lafayette. New Orleans, a major tourist
attraction, is located to the east of the corridor. Baton Rouge, the state capital, lies to the
north of the corridor, and Lafayette, the oil center of Louisiana and the heart of Cajun
culture, is to the west. These metropolitan centers provide a source of economic opportunity
as major contributors to tourism in south central and southeast Louisiana.
Located between New Orleans and Baton Rouge, the corridor consists of tlnee
parishes-Ascension, Assumption, and Lafourche (Exhibit 2.2). The bayou begins its course
in the southern section of Ascension Parish which is west of the Mississippi and flows
tlnough Assumption and Lafourche Parishes. Numerous communities are located along the
banks of the bayou where the highest lands for urbanization are found. Fmther away from the
bayou, the land is lower and eventually becomes swampland which then gives way to tidal
marshes.
The main governmental complex of each of the three parishes is within a quarter mile
of the banks of the bayou. The Ascension Parish Coutihouse in Donaldsonville is three
blocks east of the bayou. In Napoleonville, the Assumption Parish Courthouse faces the
bayou. The Lafourche Parish Courthouse in Thibodaux is two blocks from the battles of the
bayou. Other communities such as Paincourtville, Labadieville, Raceland, Lockp01t, Larose,
Cut Off, Galliano, Golden Meadow and Leeville line the banks of the bayou. The Pierre Part
connnunity in Assumption Parish is the only community within the tlnee parish corridor that
is not located on Bayou Lafourche. It is situated along Bayou Pierre Patt.
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The corridor is home to a diverse 1rux of cultures-Cajun, African-American,
German, Italian, and other innnigrant c01rununities. Today, the Cajun culture has a larger
presence in the southern parts of the corridor (Lafourche Parish) than in the n01them pmts.
Nonetheless, the citizens of the Pierre Pmt c01rununity in Assumption are predominantly of
Cajun descent. Each culture, with its distinctive dialects, customs, and music, attracts people
from all over the world. Information shown in Exhibit 2.3 depicts the concentration of the
Cajun French heritage in south Louisiana in 1990.
Exhibit 2.3: Cajun Population Distribution, 1990

Source: http:doa.louisiana.gov/census/dernographic_ themes.httn

Many historical buildings and homes line the bayou. Some of these historical
structures face the bayou, which was the original "highway" for travel and connnerce.
Numerous Catholic churches were established in the 1800s and became the focus of
community activity along the bayou. Today, classic Southern plantation homes still line both
sides of the bayou. A total of 63 historic places in the three parish area are listed in the
National Register of Historic Places. Of the 63 registered places, 13 are located outside of
the corridor (east bank of the Mississippi River) while 50 places are within the corridor area.
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2.2

Land Use

For purposes of this rep01t, current land use in the corridor is divided into four major
types-developed or urban land (residential/commercial/industrial), agricultural, forested
wetlands, and marshes (Exhibit 2.4). Developed land uses follow the course of the bayou,
tightly hugging its banks and predictably expanding in higher populated areas such as
Donaldsonville, Thibodaux, and Lockpo1t. In most instances, towns and cities developed on
the high ridge of the bayou's bank. Agricultural land use dominates the largest p01tion of the
coffidor. Primarily; sngar · cane farming follows the bayou in a wide swath from
Donaldsonville at the corridor's no1thernmost point tapering to a much narrower area before
stopping at Golden Meadow. Further ontside the corridor, undeveloped land is bottomland
hardwood forests, forested wetlands, fresh water marshes, or salt water marshes. Generally
speaking, the bottom.land hardwood forests are found north and west of Raceland. South of
Raceland and near Larose saturated soils dominate. The swampland in this area transitions to
marsh with higher water salinity. The fresh marshes transition into more brackish areas
eventually giving way to the grassy and open saltwater marshes as the bayou nears the Gulf
of Mexico. The swamp and marshes, while remaining undeveloped, represent a vital part of
the regional ecosystem as breeding and spawning grounds for fish, shrimp, crabs, and birds.
The marshes also provide great opp01tunities for fishing and hunting.

l\Iarshlands of Bayou Lafourche Rl'gion
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2.3

Demographic and Socioeconomic Overview

The graph below (Exhibit 2.5) depicts recent population growth trends in the three
parish study area. Ascension Parish has been one of the fastest growing parishes in the state
since the l 980's. However, the rapid rate of growth has been limited to the east bank of the
parish. Overall, the population of Ascension Parish's west bank has not grown in the last
decade. The manufacturing indushy sector is the major employer in Ascension Parish while
agriculture also plays an impmtant part in the economic stability of the area. However, it
contributes little in the way of employment.
Exhibit 2.5: Tri-Parish Population Trend
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Population growth in Assumption Parish has been minimal in the past three decades.
Manufacturing is the largest indushy type in the parish, and yet most of the non-wetland
areas in Assumption Parish are dedicated to agriculture, most of which is sugar cane.
Lafourche Parish is growing steadily but at a significantly slower rate than the east
bank of Ascension Parish. Major contributors to Lafourche Parish growth are Nicholls State
University, oil and gas activity at Pmt Fourchon, and the seafood industty. Nicholls State
University, which attracts local as well as international students, provides an educational and
south Louisiana cultural experience. Recreational and commercial fishing offer major
economic benefits because of unlimited accessibility to the marshes and the Gulf of Mexico.
Lafourche Parish is also a leader in the healthcare industry in the region.
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Port Fourchon at the southern end of the parish is a major link to the oil and gas
industty of the Gulf of Mexico. Supplies to and from the port are trucked via LA 1 and LA
308 along the Lafourche corridor to U.S. 90 at' Raceland. From Po1t Fourchon, personnel
and equipment are transported daily to the oil platfonns in the Gulf, making Port Fourchon a
key logistical facility for the nation's energy network.

2.4

Environmental and Public Safety Considerations

Bayou Lafourche is the primmy source of potable water for the communities along
the bayou. Since the natural flow of the Mississippi River was blocked by the U.S.
government at Donaldsonville in 1944, water quality in the bayou has suffered. At times, the
bayou has become choked with weeds and debris. Lack of flow and accumulation of
sediment causes poor water quality in pmts of the bayou. Regulation of flow from the
Mississippi River was re-established with a pump station built at Donaldsonville in the
1950's and represents the primmy source of flow
into Bayou Lafourche.
No other significant
hydraulic connection between Bayou Lafourche and
other water bodies between Donaldsonville and
Raceland exists. The water flow which is typically
maintained at 200 cubic feet per second at the pump
station, improved both the quantity and quality of the
water supply. Nonetheless, the population continues
to grow, communities are more dependent than ever
on the bayou as a source of potable water.
Additional volumes of water will be required to
satisfy increasing needs in terms of both quantity and
quality.
l\lississippi Ri\'er Pump Stalion, Donaldson\'ille, LA
The local drainage area of the bayou is relatively small as a result of natural ridges
along each side of the bayou. The bayou is a natural distributmy of the Mississippi River;
however, as noted above, human inte1vention disrnpted the natural pattern essentially cutting
off the Mississippi River flow as levees were built along the river many years ago. At
Lockpmt, Company Canal crosses Bayou Lafourche, and Gulf Intracoastal Waterway
(GIWW) crosses the bayou at Larose, typically flowing in an easterly direction and bringing
water from the Atchafalaya River. The bayou does not respond to rainfall and drought as
much as typical upland streams do because of the maintained flow and natural levees
draining away from the bayou.
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Bayou drainage and flow characteristics are imp01tant issues in terms of water quality
in that overland flow (non-point sources) and point source contributions to the bayou also
cany nutrients, various dissolved solid material, and fecal coliform. Non-point sources
include wastewater collection system inundation from stormwater, urban rnnoff piped to the
bayou, land disposal, and other natural and unknown sources.
Point sources in the region are typically septic tanks and waste water treatment
systems. According to data presented in our 2004 EPA Report (TMDL for Fecal Colifonns
for Bayou Lafourche), urban runoff and home sewage systems historically contribute the
most loading of fecal coliform and other materials into the bayou. The bayou segment where
this occurs most frequently is from Donaldsonville to Larose, the most populated area along
the bayou. Numerous water quality studies for Bayou Lafourche have been conducted in
cooperation with the USGS, USACE, LSU, Nicholls State University, and several other
agencies and consulting finns. These studies address issues of water management
alternatives to improve water quality and to study the effects on water levels and salinity
control.
LDEQ monitors the state's surface waters so that the entire state is sampled over a
four-year cycle. Estimates indicate that approximately 1,300 residents and 600 businesses
are located within the Bayou corridor. The ongoing monitoring event being conducted by
LDEQ along Bayou Lafourche (The Advocate, 2007) will provide an updated evaluation of
the most likely sources for fecal coliform in the bayou, identify local hotspots targeted for
reductions, and identify the most effective best management practices to be implemented
(such as reduction of the 618 individual sewer treatment systems that exist along the bayou
or upgrading leaky sewer systems to better manage urban runoff into the bayou). According
to The Advocate (August 12, 2007), "Currently, the bayou is listed as impaired for fish and
wildlife propagation ... The bayou also is listed as impaired for primmy recreational contact."
It is anticipated that an increase in water flow down the bayou via the Proposed

Bayou Lafourche Reintroduction Project will dilute fecal coliform loads; however, water
quality concerns must consider anticipated urban growth along the bayou. Strict compliance
within permit limits is critical. Growth brings with it additional sources of sewage and
wastewater contributions. Elevated fecal coliform levels also limit acceptable beneficial nse
of the bayou. More importantly, as a primaty source of drinking water, the greater the load
of fecal coliform and other dissolved solids, the greater the cost to treat the water to attain
drinking water standards. As part of the overriding goals of this Bayou Lafourche corridor
report, improving water quality in the bayou is directly related to improving the
attractiveness of the waterway and contributes to sustainable enviromnental stewardship.
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Water quality was a major point of discussion at eve1y public meeting held during the
preparation of the corridor plan. Citizens expressed concern regarding the impact that
growth and development in the area will have on the bayou. At the n01thern paits of the
bayou, waste contamination, rnnoff, and trash are major concerns. Saltwater intrusion has
threatened the water supply of residents along the lower p01tions of the bayou. Additionally,
the shores of the bayou are subject to erosion, and a systematic approach to stabilizing the
banks of the bayou is needed. Erosion, invasive vegetation, and sedimentation have been
linked to the loss of natural beauty in the bayou and fi.nther contribute to the decline of water
quality. Man-made structures and debris also contribute to the functional and aesthetic
decline of the bayou.
In 2005, the Louisiana Depa1tment of Natural Resources released a study, Mississippi
River Water Rei11trod11ctio11 into Bayou Lafourche, suggesting ways to improve the quality
and increase the quantity of water in the bayou. A new pump station to introduce additional
volumes of water into the bayou is proposed at Donaldsonville. An increase of water in the
bayou is expected to alleviate many of the current water quality problems. This project is
cmTently in the engineering design phase and requires funding for constrnction.

2.5

Summary of Cultural Inventory and Analysis

During the invento1y phase of study, a visual survey was conducted to identify
existing points of interest along the corridor. The survey included but was not limited to
churches, historic buildings, historic sites, civil war battle sites, bridges, landings, cultural
centers, natural resources, scenic sites, ente1taimnent establislunents, and restaurants. The
results of the visual survey were recorded in a IO-foot long by 3-foot wide inventory map
which was updated on a regular basis as additional information was presented.
The invent01y process identified elements necessa1y to make the corridor a successful
tourism destination with emphasis on highway transportation links and accessibility. The
inventory identified major highways and gateways.
Gateways were identified as
intersections of major highways that lead to the corridor. As presented in Exhibit 2.6, the
highways collllect directly or indirectly to the banks of the bayou. The major highways
identified are 1-10, 1-12, 1-55, 1-49, 1-59, U.S. Hwy. 90 (U.S. 90), and La. Hwy. 70 (LA 70).
All of these highways c01111ect to the LA 1 and LA 308 corridor, the roads bordering the
banks of the bayou. U.S. 90 (future 1-49 corridor) and LA 70 are the two major roadways
that intersect the bayou, LA I, and LA 308.
U.S. 90 is a major com1ector linking New Orleans and Lafayette. It crosses the bayou,
LA I, and LA 308 at Raceland. As can be seen in Exhibit 2.6, the close proximity of New
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Orleans to the Bayou Lafourche cmTidor can contribute to the flow and draw of tourism to
the region. The corridor can also benefit from the east-west tourist flow along I-10. In the
future, U.S. 90 will become the southern extension of Interstate 49 which will then cmmect
nmih-south as well as east-west traffic across the Lafourche corridor.
Establishing a major gateway to the corridor at Raceland is imperative for the success
of this project. The intersection of U.S. 90 and LA 1 at Raceland offers just such a gateway
opportunity. From this intersection, tourists can readily explore the Bayou Lafourche
corridor and its links to other south Louisiana treasures. At this location, an existing
welcome center operated by the Lafourche Parish government draws travelers to the corridor.
In the context of this plan, the basic elements of a major gateway facility at this location are
in place. In addition to being the only major transpmiation intersection along the bayou, this
gateway is near the central point of the corridor. From here, visitors can travel east to New
Orleans; no1ih to the plantation counhy along the Mississippi River; south to the coastal
marshes, Grand Isle, and the Gulf of Mexico; or west along U.S. 90 and the Cajun Coast, to
the swamplands of Lake Verret and the Atchafalaya Basin, and/or toward Lafayette.
The LA 70 and LA I/LA 308 intersection is also a notewmihy intersection. LA 70
from Sorrento crosses into the west bank of Ascension Parish near the Sunshine Bridge.
Approximately 10 miles from the Sunshine Bridge, LA 70 intersects LA 308 and LA I. At
this time, these intersections are underdeveloped as far as a gateway oppmiunity is
concerned. At the intersection of the LA 70 spur and LA 308, a convenience store and gas
station is located at one corner while at LA I and LA 70, a corner is occupied by a hardware
store. The other corners and corresponding vicinity are undeveloped. These intersections
function as complementa1y gateways to the corridor. However, an evaluation of these minor
intersections relative to traffic assessment or economic development potential is not merited
at this time.
Several other access routes connect the corridor with the major transpmiation routes.
The intersection of I-10 with LA Hwy 22 (LA 22) at LA 70 in Sorrento is a major regional
gateway to the cmTidor. This cmmection links the busiest traffic corridor, I-I 0, to the LA 1
Lafourche corridor. At the corner of LA 22 and LA 70 one quarter mile from I-10,
Ascension Parish staffs a welcome center attracting tourists from the interstate as it carries
traffic between New Orleans and Baton Rouge and from Florida to Texas and on to the West
Coast. Across the highway from the welcome center, a privately owned Cajun Village offers
tourists a view of the architecture, food; lifestyle, and culture of the area. Once there, tourists
can travel south along LA 70 to Donaldsonville to explore the corridor. Other minor
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gateways occur at the intersections of I-10 and LA I
Lafayette; and I-310 and U.S. 90 in Boutte.

111

Port Allen; I-49 and I-10

111

Other transportation infrastrncture along the Bayou Lafourche corridor includes
navigable waterways and railroads. While the bayou is a natural link to other navigable
waterways, only the lower portions of the bayou are navigable. The bayou links to the Gulf
Intracoastal Waterway at Larose as it traverses east to west across the state. It cmmects to the
Gulf of Mexico at Pmt Fourchon. In the navigable area along the banks of the bayou, ship
building operations, fishing and fisheries establishments, oil and gas businesses, and
recreational activities abound. A common site is noted on the following page.
Traveling east along LA 1 past Port Fourchon, the LA 1 coJTidor ends at Grand Isle.
And though Grand Isle is in Jefferson Parish and not one of the corridor study parishes, it is
at the end of LA 1, the longest highway in the state which begins at the most northwestern
point of the state where Texas, Arkansas, and Louisiana share a common point. Grand Isle is
a major Lafourche corridor destination, one that bears note as a physical and cultural asset to
the Bayou Lafourche corridor. It is a local, regional, and state tourist attraction and accounts
for thousands of travelers along the Lafourche corridor.

Shipbuilding Opl'rations along Bayou Lafourche
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With the exception of the Grand Isle destination, sightseeing tours form the present
basis of tourism in the corridor. In that regard, the area offers a multitude of sites for creating
theme based tourism adventures. For example, tour themes might include churches,
cemeteries, plantations, historic buildings, festivals, and/or celebrations.
Many of the churches along the corridor are listed on the National Regishy of
Historic Places. Their architecture reflects the era of the 1800s. Some churches were built
with local materials by local mtisans but include stained glass from European locations. For
example, stained glass windows in the apse of St. Philomena Catholic Church in Labadieville
were brought from France while other stained glass windows in the church were brought
from Italy. Some churches have unique features not found in other places. The walls of St.
Elizabeth Catholic Church in Paincourtville, for example, are covered with feed sackcloth
featuring decorations stenciled into the
sackcloth.
Other non-Catholic churches such as
Christ Episcopal Church in Napoleonville are
also tied to the history of the area. This
church, one of the oldest Episcopal churches
west of the Mississippi River, was used
during the Civil War as barracks and stables
for Union troops. Its cemete1y, adjacent to
the church, is of local historical interest. The
beauty, chann, and unique histories of the
churches along the corridor could easily
create a corridor-based tourism opportunity.
Christ Episcopal Church, Napoleon\'ille, La.

Plantations and plantation homes played a major role in the history of Louisiana and
today contribute to the tourism industry. The northern portion of the Bayou Lafourche
c01Tidor is known locally as bayou plantation counhy because of the numerous plantations
lining the banks of the bayou. St. Emma Plantation in Ascension Parish, for example, was
built in 1854 in the Greek Revival style. Adjacent to St. Emma is the Palo Alto Plantation.
Together, the location of these plantations was the site of the Civil War "Battle of Koch's
Plantation," named for Mr. Koch who owned St. Emma Plantation. Fmiher south, in
Assumption Parish, is the grandiose Madewood Plantation built in the l 840's. All of the
wooden construction materials used in the building were crafted on the site. This fact gives
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the home its name. Today, Madewood is open to the public and is the site of several festivals
and cultural events tlH"oughout the year.
Several major plantations also exist in Lafourche Parish. Among these are E. D.
White, Homewood, Rienzi, Woodlawn Rosella, Bouverans, and Laurel Valley plantations.
Today, E. D. White Historic Site and Laurel Valley Plantation are stand-alone tourist
destinations. Numerous other historical buildings are located in the historic district of the
city of Thibodaux.

I\lade'Yood Plantation, Napoleonvilll', La.

A unique variety of cultural celebrations awaits visitors to the corridor as the diversity
of cultural experiences is another hue asset of the region. Festivals are celebrated on a
regular and recurring basis. From Mardi Gras parades, to canoes on the bayou and St.
Joseph's altars, to crawfish boils at Allons Manger celebrations and drag races at No Problem
Raceway, cultural activities provide year-round attractions for all ages. However, some
sections of the culture, such as Cajun music, dance halls, open markets, and other treasures
have vanished from this area. Re-creating the venues that provided the experience of those
lost cultural events should be considered a primary objective of this cmTidor plan. The Cajun
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Village at LA 70/LA 22 and I-10 in Sorrento offers an excellent model. However, additional
opportunities may be justified at strategic locations along the bayou corridor.
The Bayou Lafourche region is also rich in classic Louisiana natural resources,
providing visitors with diverse ecological environments. The entire corridor provides access
to some of the most beautiful and delicate swamp and marsh ecosystems in the world. In the
northern portion of the corridor is Lake Verret, which can be accessed from Napoleonville
via the Attakapas Landing. From the west, roadways provide access to the lakeshore in the
vicinity of Pierre Part. Lake Verret is a major recreational attraction in the tri-parish area.
Today, Lake Verret offers some of the most beautiful swampland in the state which
has not been adversely affected by problems such as sediment load, access issues, and federal
mandates that have restricted economic development opportunities in areas like the
Atchafalaya Basin. The vegetation is host to one of the largest concentrations of nesting
American bald eagles in the nation. Visitors can enjoy a plethora of natural resource
activities in any part of the corridor, from bird watching to fishing to swamp tours.
Besides physical characteristics, this inventmy phase of study identified numerous
literaty and musical treasures that contribute to the rich flavor of the corridor's culture.
Literary works include Holding Back the Sea and People of the Bayou by Christopher
Hallowell and Rising Tide by Jolm M. Bany. These books look closely at the natural,
cultural, and political processes that impact the Mississippi River delta and the Bayou
Lafourche region. Bayou Farewell by Mike Tidwell, a book about traveling along the bayou,
describes the culture, the people, and the diminishing Cajun way of life. The book focuses
on the vanishing wetlands and the parallel slow yet constant loss of Cajun lifestyle and
culture in southeast Louisiana. Some local writers, such as poet and writer Juanita
Dandridge, a Donaldsonville writer, add flavor to the local culture.
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Cajun music has been played along the bayou for many generations, but it is starting
to disappear along the corridor. Many songs such as Amos Moses by Jerry Reed have been
written about locations along the bayou. Amos Moses, a man of the cloth, lived "45 miles
southeast of Thibodaux, Louisiana," a location near Golden Meadow where the urban
landscape makes a rapid transition to marsh and water. Other songs provide an opp01tunity
for a musical production, i.e. compact disc, with selections specifically oriented to the Bayou
Lafourche corridor and the vicinity. Examples might include the following: Marcia Ball's
Thibodaux, Louisiana, Watermelon Time, and Red Beans; Hank Williams, Sr.'s Jambalaya;
Fats Domino's Walking to New Orleans; Clarence Frogman Hemy's Hey LaBas; Rockin'
Dopsie's They All Asked for You; Randy Newman's Louisiana; Bobby Bear's Marie
Laveaux; and numerous other Cajun and swamp pop songs. Local attists such as Don Rich
(who is from Assumption Parish) and Doug Kershaw have also contributed to the rich
musical heritage of the area. Blues guitarist Tad Benoit from "down the bayou" near Houma,
LA., has won numerous music awards and is one of the original sponsors of the Voice of the
Wetlands, a non-profit organization to protect the wetlands (http://www.voiceofthe
wetlands.com).
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3.0 PLANNING AND CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
3.1

Existing Local Plans and Projects

Over the last 15 years, several plans for projects along or in. close proximity to the
bayon have been prepared. A few of these plans have been implemented fully or in parts,
while others await funding. Some of these plans involve creating facilities or attractions
along the bayou while others suggest improvements to the quality of the bayou. In contrast,
many other plans for the region have been prepared but have little or no direct impact on the
cultural aspects of the bayou. Of the plans reviewed, at least four provided useful
recmmnendations for the puqmses of this corridor plan. They are as follows:
•

Ascension Parish Rive1front Project, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2006

•

Mississippi River Water Reintroduction into Bayou Lafourche, LA Department of
Natural Resources, 2005

•

Assumption Parish Recreation Master Plan, LJC Plalllling and Design, LLC,
2003

•

Master Plan.for the North Lafourche Revitalization District, Moore Planning
Group, 1992

New projects, i.e., those not noted in previous reports, were introduced into the
planning process during the public meetings. A sunnnaiy of findings derived from these
public meetings is presented below.

3.2

Public Meetings

A total of six public meetings were held across the region. The first five meetings
gathered information from the citizens concerning constraints, opportunities, strengths, and
weaknesses. Citizens voiced concerns and expressed their respective vision for the bayou
corridor. The meetings were well attended with a total of approximately 200 participants
overall. A presentation was made at the beginning of each meeting, followed by an open
discussion format. At each meeting, the large inventmy map was displayed and attendees
were encouraged to review and write connnents on the map.
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Attendees prior to beginning the first public meeting. Thibodaux, La.

The first set of public meetings was held in Thibodaux on Janua1y 22, 2007; in
Donaldsonville on January 29, 2007; and in Galliano on Februaiy 14, 2007. The second set
of meetings was held in Lockport on March 14, 2007, and Napoleonville on March 15, 2007.
During this period, a Lafourche Parish representative also participated in a radio program to
discuss the corridor plan.
The project background, site analysis, demographics, and other pe1tinent information
were presented in PowerPoint format at each of the meetings. During and after the
presentation, the public was invited to share its views on needs assessment; regional strengths
and oppo1tunities, weaknesses and threats; and ideas for potential projects. From comments
at the public meetings, four consistent major topics emerged: (1) improving water quality, (2)
enhancing aesthetics of and accessibility to the bayou, (3) promoting cultural celebrations,
and (4) promoting natural resources. The following sections identify specific aspects of these
four topics.
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3.3

Corridor Plan

3.3.1 Non-Construction Plan Components
The need for improving water quality was clearly the most consistently repeated topic
at each ineeting. As noted previously, because Bayou Lafourche is the primary source of
potable water for the communities along the bayou, the citizens atticulated their concerns
openly. Citizens also strongly voiced opinions relative to cleaning and maintaining bayou
aesthetics. Participants mentioned the need to increase the water flow in the bayou, to remove
invasive aquatic vegetation and debris, and to reduce the chances of salt-water intrusion in
the southern reaches. They also expressed a strong desire for increased enforcement of
cut1'ent laws and the addition of new ordinances to ensure the attractiveness of the bayou.
Providing more public access and use areas along the bayou was also a recurring
theme. Currently, public accessibility to the bayou is severely limited. Citizens expressed a
collective desire to eqjoy the natural beauty of the bayou by demanding more visibility and
access. Meeting patticipants suggested that public access to the banks be accomplished by
incorporating pedestrian oriented facilities such as boardwalks, trails, improved boat
launches, and pedestrian bridges. Although the citizens want increased accessibility to the
bayou, the need to respect property owners' rights along the bayou was stressed.
The concept of promoting cultural celebration brought to light ideas ranging from
theme based tours, literature (i.e., pamphlets) presenting the corridor approach to tourism
with associated highlights, a collection of songs reflective of the corridor and tourism
markets, and a CD tour for the self-guided market segment. In this case, the "Bayou-self
Tour" (a.k.a. the "Bayou Self-tour") was conceived. Additional ideas suggested a calendar
of festival events in the area with a brief description of each event. This project would focus
on Bayou Lafourche and Grand Isle events as well as off-corridor events within the region's
market area. Carrying these concepts further is beyond the scope of this text, but
implementing the numerous suggestions highlighted above should begin innnediately as a
means of initiating several fronts of the bayou corridor initiative.
Celebrating the broad range of Louisiana-based natural resources was the fomth
consistently repeated element of the corridor plan. An expanded natural resources-based
tourism market would contribute significantly to economic development along the corridor.
The cypress-tupelo swamplands of Assumption Parish (Lake VetTet region) and upper
Lafourche Parish are breathtakingly beautiful, yet are often taken for granted by the local
citizeruy.
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The vanishing nature of the south Louisiana habitat caused by coastal land loss along
with the resulting effects to the cultural surroundings demands preservation and protection of
the marshland and swampland and support for any and all projects related to hurricane
protection and coastal restoration. While coastal protection and restoration may be grander
in scope than the bayou corridor, clearly focusing on the Lake Verret watershed should be a
high corridor priority because it offers long-tenn tourism oppottunities. The corridor
marketing strategy should include swamp tours featuring alligators, eagles, migratoty
waterfowl, birding and fishing. With LA l and Napoleonville off the high traffic corridors,
special attractions and creative marketing must be employed.
The promotion of natural resources can be linked to cultural celebrations and theme
tours as well as to issues of water quality and aesthetics along the Bayou. Unfottunately,
Louisiana and its citizens as a whole are not revered as leaders in enviromnental stewardship.
Nonetheless, the opportunity to take a leadership position is hereby provided. The citizens of
the Bayou Lafourche region could be known statewide for enviromnental stewardship.
Cleaning up the bayou is a dominant desire of the citizens who pmiicipated in this corridor
planning exercise; however, leadership in the form of a champion or champions of the cause
is required if non-construction components of the plan-items such as those presented
above-are to become reality. Using a canoe trip down the Bayou as an ammal "clean-up"
and environmental campaign has significant merit worthy of further consideration and is
presented in Chapter 4.
As such, an oppottunity is provided to incorporate both private and public sector
beneficiaries and stakeholders by forming a not-for-profit organization [501(c)(3)],
expanding the mission of an existing authority, or by creating a political subdivision to
implement parts of the corridor plan that are beyond the reach of individual local govermnent
authorities. This organization should be clearly oriented to work with governing authorities
(unincorporated as well as incotporated areas) intent upon a sustainable means to clean and
beautify the bayou corridor for present and future generations. Federal programs aimed at
assisting (training, funding, etc.) in effotis such as these are numerous with EPA serving a
leading role.
The option of forming a not-for-profit organization or creating a new district with the
objectives deserves serious consideration. The first action item should be to create a task
force representative of the key stakeholders who participated in this plamting process from
the outset to its conclusion. Witltin tluee months, a decision to (a) create a new unifying
mechanism or (b) not to create one can be addressed. If the group chooses to create an entity
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to cany forward the c01Tidor objectives while working closely with the local governmental
jurisdictions, a decision as to which mechanism is most suited can be determined. Other
options may also be appropriate. In any case, the ideas and issues presented in the Bayou
Lafourche Corridor Plan will remain simply a community consensus without a functioning
implementation strategy if they are not addressed in a well-organized, systematic manner.

3.3.2 Construction Related Corridor Plan Projects
As noted, during each meeting, the corridor map was posted and highlights along the
corridor were noted and updated. This map became a key component of the presentations.
Following each meeting, mapped information was updated and expanded to incorporate
additional historical sites, key points of interest, proposed projects offered by the citizens,
etc. The map provided a thorough inventory of the corridor. The final map version is
presented as Appendix A in reduced and sectionalized format. A list of current attractions
smmnarizing the mapped data was compiled and is shown in Appendix B, List of Current
Attractions. The list includes churches, cemeteries, museums, historic buildings and
plantations, restaurants, entertaimnent venues, and other points of interest. The color of the
box relates to the color of the circles in the exhibits as noted in the "catego1y" column. It is
noteworthy that "proposed" projects are also identified on the mapped graphic in Appendix
A, although proposed projects have not been specifically identified heretofore in this report
presentation. Project identification begins in the following section, Chapter 4.
With completion of the list of corridor assets, the corridor map and list of attractions
provided a visual guide to stakeholders noting concentrations of tourist related activities and
sites or the lack thereof. The areas of concentration identified "critical mass," indicating
areas where tourist attractions are concentrated geographically. This critical mass analysis
proved useful in siting proposed projects to enhance tourist-based economic opportunities.

3.3.2.1

Identification of Pre-existing Projects
In addition to showing critical mass, the corridor mapping task provided a list of
previously selected projects proposed along the corridor. These previously proposed projects
were further investigated and reviewed to determine their impact on the overall corridor plan.
Some planning projects are grand and visionmy in scope. They require large amounts of
funding and long time periods to implement. Other planning projects are simpler and can be
achieved with less effmi and funding.
The largest of the previously proposed tourism related projects is the Ascension
Parish Rive1fi'ont Master Plan in Donaldsonville. This project provides a long-term vision
for Donaldsonville and the headwaters of Bayou Lafourche. The riverfront project will
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require years of further planning and engineering and millions of dollars to implement.
Projects within that repmt include an inte1pretive center for Fo11 Butler and bayouside
developments from the Mississippi River to an area past the railroad crossing. Some of these
projects along the bayou may be implemented in smaller increments and will have an impact
on the overall riverfront project if they are implemented.
In 2005, the Louisiana Department of Natural Resources released the final report of
the study entitled Mississippi River Water Reintroduction into Bayou Lcifourche. This project
is intended to improve water quality in the bayou and will influence future development
along its banks. At this time, this project is in the engineering phase awaiting constrnction
funding. This project will satisfy a prime corridor objective, i.e., improving water quality.
Other planning projects such as the Assumption Parish Recreational Master Plan and
Master Plan for the North Lcifourche Revitalization District provide smaller projects that are
suitable for immediate implementation. Some communities have implemented bayouside
developments and are seeking funding for improvements or additions. The Ass11111ptio11
Parish Recreational Master Plan lists three projects along the battles of the bayou in
Napoleonville. These projects are the bayou-front Promenade Park, the Cmmnunity Center,
and boat landing improvements. For pmposes of the corridor plan, these tluee adjacent
projects are combined into one major project. Twenty-six small projects comprise the
Master Plan for the North Lcifourche Revitalization District. Some of these projects have
been implemented while others require funding. For pmposes of this c01Tidor planning
initiative, the bayouside promenade and pedestrian crossing are considered for
implementation.
The Greater Lafourche Port Connnission exercises jurisdiction over P011 Fourchon.
In addition, the port c01mnission provides and/or enhances recreational oppmtunities for the
public such as boat launches, beaches, fishing docks, and birding opportunities. Among its
many projects, the connnission is creating a conse1vation area called the Maritime Forest
Ridge to provide migrating birds a refuge. When completed, the Maritime Forest Ridge will
add value to the eco-tourism of the area. Beside the Maritime Forest Ridge, the commission
also plans to build a fishing pier on prope11y within its jurisdiction.

3.3.2.2

Approach to Project Evaluation
Upon completion of the previous planning effo1ts, including public meetings and the
corridor inventory of existing facilities, all material collected was analyzed, and a list of
proposed projects based on citizen input was formulated. At that time, previously proposed
projects and new projects alike were listed as being of equal value. Newly proposed projects
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were presented as conceptual plans. The purpose of the conceptual approach was to assess
the possibilities for project development on a given site. It did not generate a final design.
Prior to final design, the site will proceed through detailed consideration of legal and
economic issues as well as funding concerns and oppmtunities prior to the preparation of
preliminaiy and final plans. At this point in the process, projects and project concepts were
listed by parish.
Each project was then considered as a function of experience, oppmtunity, value to
the corridor concept, and econmnic impact potential. Experience value relates to the project
providing visitors and users with memorable experience as well as a better understanding and
knowledge of the area's culture and natural resources. The econmnic impact value of the
projects addresses potential cost, dollars invested in the economy by tourists and visitors,
jobs created, and revenues generated to benefit the local economy.
During the analysis stage of study, a total of 36 projects were identified from the
combination of previous planning effo11s and the public meetings. While some are major
projects and others are small, all the projects have merit for implementation. Of the list of
projects generated, several emerged as excellent economic generators or catalysts for
generating future growth. A final public meeting was held in Raceland on April 12, 2007, to
discuss and prioritize the project list.
A project decision matrix was prepared for use in objectively prioritizing each project
using a rating criteria delivered by the planning team and citizens at the final public meeting
in Lockpmt Each rating categmy was graded on a scale from 1 to 10 (10 =highest). The
sum of all of the categories provided the ranking for each project. Each project was
evaluated relative to the following categories:
•

Gateway Location-Projects rated highest if they were at or near key gateway
intersections. Logic suggests that providing the visitor with quick access offers
merit in attracting first time visitors, encouraging repeat visits, and offering the
opportunity to entice visitors to extend or prolong visits once in the corridor
setting.

•

Value to C01Tidor Concept/Objective-Projects that offer fundamental
improvement to the marketing aspect of the cmTidor by providing highly rated
visitor experience ranked highest in this categmy.

•

Cost/Funding-Higher cost projects ranked lowest in this catego1y as a general
rule. For example, the Cmvs of Engineers plan for major recreation based
riverfront enhancements in Donaldsonville will be a multi-1nillion dollar
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investment requiring years of plalllling, design, congressional funding, and
multiple phases of development. However, a project such as the Fourchon pier,
which is expected to receive substantial support from the pott commission, rated
high in this categ01y.
•

Economic Development Driver-The assumption upon which this category is
based suggests that the more people attracted to a project site, the better the
opportunity for outside dollars to circulate in the economy. Having retail
opportunity at a specific site adds to the rating.

•

Eco-tourism Experience-The opportunity for a south Louisiana experience based
upon water, swamp, and/or marsh features of the landscape was evaluated.

•

Cultural Experience-Visitors will be exposed to southeast Louisiana cultural
features including but not limited to food, music, plantation sites, oak trees, Cajun
lore, fishing, etc., in the projects with high ratings in this categ01y.

•

Daily Usage-This criterion addresses usage on a daily basis (everyday use
garners a higher rating versus occasional daily use) coupled with anticipated
volume of usage (10 persons per day versus 100 persons per day).

•

Building of Needed Critical Mass-As noted on the asset invent01y maps in
Appendix A, several featured attractions are within close proximity to each other.
In many cases, though, the absence of attractions was noted. A higher rating is
offered to those sites and projects that create opp01tunities that fulfill corridor
objectives in strategically placed locations.

•

Funding Leverage Potential-Where the oppottunity exists for multiple funding
opportunities, this rating can be expected to be higher.

The resulting priority rating matrix is presented as Exhibit 3 .I with the top tier
projects highlighted (."045 points). Although some projects rated higher than others, a
regimented approach toward implementation is not assumed. It is anticipated that several
projects will move forward simultaneously. However, it is important to note that consensus
was reached on the first project relative to existing federal funds allocated to this cotTidor
implementation plan. That project is the creation of a Cajun village on a site to be shared
with the Lafourche Parish Tourist Commission on LAI at the intersection of U.S. 90.
This project, as well as others identified in the first priority tier, is described fu1ther in
Section 4.0.
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Exhibit 3.1
Bayou Lafourche Corridor Plan
Project Prioritizing Matrix
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4.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS
Conceptual diagrams reflecting many of the proposed c01Tidor projects are presented in
the following sections. In most instances, summarizing text is followed by a conceptual
visualization of the primmy component of a project. The first project shown is the Central
Market in Raceland, considered the top priority of this plan.

4.1

Central Market and Cajun Village-Raceland

The Central Market and Cajun Village project will be highly visible as it will be located
at the corridor's most prevalent gateway intersection, LA I at U.S. 90. It will build needed
critical mass at that site and complements the existing tourist center. Land presently in the
public domain is readily available. As stated earlier, the inventmy/analysis and the priority
listing indicated that the first project should be one that provides the greatest economic impact to
the corridor. The intersection of U.S. 90 and LA I became the lead site in that regard. The site
provides quick access to and from a federal highway and future interstate corridor, and it is
located in the center of the corridor. This site has been named the Central Market and Cajun
Village because of its location in relationship to the corridor and because of the retail nature of
the project.
In terms of economic development potential, the proposed facility offers retail
oppmtunities similar to the Cajun village in Sorrento. The Central Market concept combines
several program elements: a farmer's market, festival areas, recreational fields, small retail shops
such as a coffee shop, and a restaurant.
Cafe au lait, beignets, French cuisine, mis
and crafts, and a host of other Louisianabased products will be provided.
Suggestions
indicated
independent
business units are preferable. The intent
is to provide visitors and tourists with a
sense of a typical south Louisiana rnral
cmmnunity. The plan includes the use
of old existing buildings as part of the
eyesores-to-oppo1tunities approach with
individual strnctures being relocated and
renovated wood frame shops se1ving to
preserve and re-use historical structures.
Clover Leaf at LAl and US 90
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Cajun \'illage in Sol'rento

The farmer's market will be a place for vendors to gather and sell their products. An open
pavilion with restrooms will provide sufficient facilities for this activity. Depending on the
location of the farmer's market, it can also serve as an area for performances. An excellent
example of a fanner' s market exists in Opelousas, Louisiana, a photo of which is provided
below.

Opelousas Farn1er's I\:larket
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Two alternate layout plans are presented for the central market and village. The
conceptual designs take advantage of and incorporate the existing welcome center and are
presented to illustrate alternatives only. Final layout will be detennined at a later date.
In Alternative I (Exhibit 4.1 on the following page) the central market is placed in close
proximity to LA I to provide ease of access. The village is placed on the south side of the
existing Welcome Center and west of the Central Market. This location allows ease of
pedestrian access from both locations. The area behind the welcome center and village will be a
multi-use area for recreational activities and can be used also as festival grounds. The same
holds hue for the open space n01th of U.S. 90 adjacent to the fire station. The area under the
U.S. 90 overpass can also serve as a parking area. The site for the Central Market is the
southwest quadrant of the interchange cloverleaf within the road right-of-way. The Parish has a
joint-use agreement in place with the Louisiana Depattment ofTransp01tation and Development,
but a new joint-use agreement will be necessary for the northwest quadrant of the cloverleaf.
In Alternative 2 (Exhibit 4.2 on page 4-5), the village again is located south of the
welcome center with the Central Market this time located between the welcome center and the
U.S. 90 ovetpass. This layout allows the Central Market to take advantage of the U.S. 90
ovetpass as a covered market area. The U.S. 90 overpass in relation to the tourist relation center
is shown in the photo below.

Lafourche Parish \Vclco1nc Center
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Along the banks of the bayou across from the Welcome Center, an overlook, gazebo,
fishing pier, and boat dock are incorporated into the plan as captured in the conceptual image
below in Exhibit 4.3. This component has been partially funded by a TEA-21 grant and will be
proceeding into the design phase soon.
Exhibit 4.3: Conceptual Bayou Overlook and Dock
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4.2

Maritime Forest Ridge-Port Fourchon

As pmt of the development of Po1t Fourchon, a newly created land mass has been
dedicated for mitigation purposes. The new land, developed by dredged fill material, created a
ridge that is now vegetated (Exhibit 4.4). The concept behind the "Maritime Forest Ridge" is
multifaceted. It will provide a resting stop for migrating birds, thus creating a haven for bird
watchers. In addition, the area is a showcase site for the environmental study of the impact of the
ridge relative to Gulf storms. Once the Maritime Forest Ridge is completed, an interpretive
center and associated amenities are anticipated as noted in Exhibit 4.5. below.

Exhibit 4.4: Aerial View of Maritime Forest Ridge

4.3

Exhibit 4.5: Maritime Forest Ridge
Interpretive Center Conceptual Idea

Fishing Pier-Port Fourchon

Many avid fishermen travel to the Gulf daily for recreational fishing. Most of them travel
a few more miles to reach Grand Isle. Port Fourchon provides the perfect opp01tunity for access
to the Gulf of Mexico. LA 3090 terminates on the shores of the Gulf of Mexico at Port
Fourchon. It is in this general vicinity that the Greater Lafourche Port Commission supports the
constrnction of a fishing pier extending into the Gulf of Mexico. This pier will provide visitors
the opportunity to fish without traveling into the Gulf by boat. The pier will be constrncted to
withstand the heavy storms that affect the Louisiana coast on a regular basis. A layout diagram
depicting the ridge location and the Port Fourchon proposed fishing pier is presented in Exhibit
4.6 on page 4-7. See Exhibit 4.7 for a concept of the pier.
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Exhibit 4.7: Conceptual Idea of the Fishing Pier at Port Fourchon

4.4

Sediment Basin I Rice Mill Redevelopment, etc.- Donaldsonville

The need for a sediment basin was established in the DNR Mississippi River Water
Reintroduction project. According to this repmi, a sediment basin is required to trap the
sediments from Mississippi River water introduced into Bayou Lafourche. One of the selected
sites for this basin is immediately south of the railroad tract crossing in Donaldsonville. In this
area, the banks of the bayou are wide and relatively flat. During heavy rains, the area is
submerged for short periods of time. The land along the bank on LA l is fairly high with trees
along the banks. This property is privately-owned, and the area, which is currently undeveloped,
is used as a parking facility for public school buses.
According to the DNR repmi, the area will require dredging to create a small lake-like
basin. The concept of the basin is to dredge the original bayou and bring its banks closer to LA
308. The Ascension Parish Rive1ji'Olll Master Plan suggested usage for numerous multiple
activities at this area. However, the land available for development will not acconnnodate the
proposed activities noted in that plan. Therefore, a more limited use is pla1111ed for this area.
The existing site of the Rice Mill is shown in the photo on page 4-9.
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The concept plan for the sediment basin area is to create an open space where people can
enjoy the bayou. This location is the first place where travelers along LA 1 visually encounter
the bayou. Along LA 1, the existing bus parking area can be retained and used for public
parking. A pedestrian walking trail with
pedestrian bridges will provide a place for
local citizens to exercise and walk. Piers will
be located along the banks to facilitate
fishing and enjoyment of the bayou. A boat
launch will be available on the LA 308 side
of the basin. This boat launch will serve two
pmposes. It will allow the launching of
small boats and canoes and it will function as
a maintenance access for future dredging of
the basin. This proposed Basin Promenade is
presented graphically as Exhibit 4.8.
View of Bayou fro1n LA 308
Across LA 308 from this site is an existing rice mill plant building. Facing the bayou, the
building is an architectural asset with
potential for redevelopment. It is currently
privately owned and pattially used. The
conceptual idea is for the building to
become an anchor for development in the
area. Possible uses for the building might
include renovating the upper floors for
condominiums or office space while the first
floor can become small retail space with
shops and restaurants.
As this site is
privately owned, redevelopment will be
View of Rice l\.1111 Building
market driven.
Another possible project in Ascension Parish is a boat landing, fishing pier and farmer's
market near the Palo Alto Bridge. This project was introduced in one of the public meetings. The
propetty is publicly owned and is readily available for development. However, the project rated
toward the lower end of the priority matrix ranking tabulation.
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4.5

Bayous/de Promenade Park-Napoleonville

Across LA l from the Assumption Parish Courthouse, the batture of the bayou is publicly
owned and available for development. The concept presented in the Assumption Parish
Recreation Plan is recreated here, including a much needed promenade along the bayou.
A sh01t distance downstream is the existing community center. The building sits along
the banks of the bayou and provides views of the bayou. The original structure is in need of
major renovations. Renovation improvements to the community center can provide pedestrian
access to the banks of the bayou as shown below in Exhibit 4.9. The adjacent parking area is
currently gravel surfaced and will require hard surfacing. Further downstream from the
c01mnunity center is the local boat launch. At present, the boat launch is substandard for access
to the bayou. A new boat launch with additional parking will provide citizens with improved
access to the bayou. The promenade, as shown on the following page in Exhibit 4.10, will
provide a gathering space for visitors to the courthouse, a fishing pier for the citizens of
Napoleonville, and a respite for parish employees.
Exhibit 4.9: Community Center Boardwalk, Napoleonville
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Exhibit 4.11: Aerial view of the Bayouside Promenade, Community Center and Boat
Landing, Napoleonville.

Ultimately, the goal of the concept plan is to bring together the bayouside, promenade,
the community center, and the boat launch with a cmmnon connection linking components to a
walking trail. Implementation of all Napoleonville projects along Bayou Lafourche is shown in
Exhibit 4.11 above.

4.6

Bayou Lafourche Linear Park and Canal St. Pedestrian Bridge-Thibodaux

The Bayou Lafourche Linear Park and Canal Street Pedestrian Bridge projects were
introduced in the 1992 Master Plan for the North Lafourche Revitalization District. The master
plan contained a series of approximately 26 major projects along the banks of the bayou. Among
the projects listed were boat landings, promenades, pedestrian bridges, urban designs and district
parks. Since the project list is long, a decision was made to concentrate on the promenades along
the bayou and their pedestrian links.
Conceptually, the plans shown in Exhibit 4.12 will connect Jean Lafitte National Park
with Thibodaux's historic downtown district. From the historic district, pedestrians will be able
to cross the bayou along the Canal Street Pedestrian Bridge to commercial establish-ments on the
opposite side of the bayou. During the Thibodaux public meetings, the idea of an amphitheater
at Jean Lafitte National Park was presented. The amphitheater can become another major
destination for citizens and visitors.
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4.7

Woodlands/Wetlands Trails, Company Canal Boardwalk and Louisiana
Traditional Boat Building Center-Lockport

In early 2007, the town of Lockpmt had the opportunity to acquire a 55-acre parcel of
land tlu·ough donation. The tract is typical swamp forestland and is suitable for development of a
system of trails. Parish and local officials are interested in developing a series of walking
boardwalks on the site. With the use of elevated boardwalks, the natural beauty of the site and its
ecological environment can be protected while visitors are allowed access to the landscape.
Local officials have invested time and material to create a linear park along Company
Canal in Lockport. The park has open spaces, a playground, and a boat launch with parking.
The second project for Lockpmt is to build boardwalks along the Company Canal bulkhead to
create a promenade.
The third project identified by Lockpmt representatives is the Louisiana Traditional Boat
Building Center. The Center, presently located on the campus of Nicholls State University and
sponsored by Nicholls, is being relocated to a historic building in downtown Lockport. The
Center can provide a place for visitors to learn about early boat building methods and to gain
hands-on experience in the tradition. The facility can be a destination in and of itself. Another
possible project is the preservation of the former Company Canal Locks, which gave the town its
name. CmTently, the lock strnctures are on private land. An effort to preserve these historic
strnctures is needed.
In addition to these projects, representatives of the town of Lockport want to pursue the
designation of its downtown area as a historic district. Numerous historic buildings are located
within the downtown limits. A historic district will assist the community in seeking funds to
preserve the historic buildings. An aerial view of Lockpmt highlighting these proposed
community projects is shown in Exhibit 4.13.
All of these projects have merit as independent projects. Viewed collectively, the critical
mass needed to allow Lockpmt to se1ve as another significant destination site along the corridor
becomes clear.
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4.8

Nature Park and Marina-Larose

At the public meetings, two projects were presented for the Larose vicinity. One project
is a nature park to be constructed behind the Larose Civic Center on a readily available site. The
other project is a public marina for recreational craft. The site for the marina has not been
identified. The marina can be a great asset because of the accessibility to the Gnlf via the bayou
or the Intracoastal Waterway. The Nature Park Site is shown in the Larose aerial view in Exhibit
4.14.

Great Blue Heron 1'ypical of Dockside in Larose
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4.9

Seafood Market and Safe Harbor Marina-Golden Meadow

In Golden Meadow, two projects related to fishing emerged from the public meeting. The
first project is a seafood market and docking facilities. This market is proposed as an open-air
pavilion where local fishermen can sell seafood to the public. The seafood market can also se1ve
as a venue for local farmers and artisans to market their products. The project will include an ice
house and processing facilities.
The second project is the creation of a safe harbor marina using the existing levee system
as protection. This marina will shield recreational and commercial fishing vessels during
inclement weather in the Gulf. These two projects can be located adjacent to or in close
proximity to each other. Sites for these projects have not been identified. However, the
possibility of a site exists at the end of LA 308.

4.10

Corridor-wide Projects

Several projects were identified as corridor-wide initiatives. These projects include the
following:
•

Improvements to water quality and quantity

•

Bayou and bayou side clean-up and enforcement

•

Condemnation of abandoned and unsalvageable strnctures

•

Signage

•

Standardized Streetscape improvements

•

Creation of a special district

Improvements to Water Quality and Quantity

The issues of water quality and quantity have been addressed previously. (See Section
2.4) For purposes of this repmt, it is assumed that the DNR Mississippi River Water
Rei11trod11ctio11 into Bayou L<!fourche project will address this concern adequately. To
supplement this initiative, the following two corridor initiatives directly affect the water quality
component.
Bayou and Bayou Side Clean-up
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Bayou and bayouside clean-up ranked second only to water resource issues in citizen
concerns. The initiatives described here are intended to improve both water quality and the
environmental aesthetic of the c01Tidor. Issues presented at meetings included removal of trash
along the banks of the bayou, cessation of illegal discharges, mini1nizing urban and constrnction
rnnoff, and stopping illegal dumping.
Linked directly to this initiative is the matter of creating laws or enforcing existing laws
that address these issues. While some properties are beautifully maintained, unfortunately trash
and debris have accumulated on others for what appears to be decades. In undeveloped areas,
the banks are choked with weeds, slnubs, and trees. Some trees are dead and decaying and
require removal.
From a corridor-wide perspective, a program that envisions removing debris, stabilizing
the shoreline to alleviate erosion, selectively th.inning, clearing cluttered vegetation, defining a
select palette of indigenous vegetation, and preparing a typical planting design for the bayou is in
order. Th.is set of initiatives must be viewed as a program, however, and the mechanism that
allows such an initiative must be created. This matter is addressed as the last of the coll"idorwide initiatives.
As noted in Section 2, the annual canoe paddling event provides an ideal platform from
which to highlight the bayou and the corridor clean-up campaign. Linking environmental groups
to the program also adds credence to the plan in terms of the overall environmental nature of the
program. It is important that the Environmental Protection Agency focus a large segment of its
effo1t at working with connnunities expressly to create and organize clean-up effo1ts such as that
needed along the Bayou Lafourche corridor. Funding is readily available to assist in organizing
as well as funding clean-up campaigns. One EPA sponsored event in the N01theast created an
art sculpture contest. High school and college students collected debris on a given weekend. By
the following weekend, teams created sculptures using the collected debris. The university art
depattments patticipated in coordinating the event which was sponsored by local businesses.
Young and old alike participated, the waterway was cleared, a little culture was gained, and some
of the young participants left with prize money. The event also provided an opp01tunity for
positive press repo1ts.
In discussions of aesthetics such as natural views, of historical strnctures, and other
cultural sites, the avoidance of negative issues was recommended tl!l"oughout the planning
process. As such, "challenges" were addressed on site specific issues and "eyesores-toopp01tunities" was offered as a concept. The debris to mt program noted above is but one
example. From the perspective of another corridor initiative, the challenge of accelerating
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condemnations evolved into the concept of using old wooden structures as revitalization
opportunities if and when possible. By way of example, using old structures that are barely
hanging on along the bayou today as village buildings at the Central Market in Raceland was
suggested.
Similarly, oppottunities for works of mt such as murals to encourage historic restoration
may also be valid in the Bayou Lafourche corridor initiative. By way of example, photos
depicting an historical structure in Morgan City are presented in Exhibit 4.15 on the next page.
The building was the last hold-out in a multi-year Main Street program. The "eyesore," with a
little insight, was presented as the oppottunity noted in the second photo (black and white).
Implementation of the project led to the color mural, a project that resulted in participation by
numerous individuals and groups in a month long community event.
In another Louisiana community, an mtist prepared a mural as a color by number image,
and numbers were sold as a fundraiser. Families and businesses alike participated as groups.
The project was an overwhehning success in terms of synergizing the community and raising
more funds for other similar causes than the event planners initially realized. A special event
involving the community or, in the case of the bayou corridor, communities, is vital to "kickingoff' the cause. After a successful kick-off event in one community, an Image Commission was
formed, and several other enhancement projects have since developed.
Enforcement

In consideration of enforcement regarding citizen compliance or the creation of stricter
laws, a discussion of budgetmy constraints always followed. That topic was then quickly
followed by expressions of concern for prope1ty owner rights. Regarding the budget, patrolling
the bayou must be continuous and enforcement consistent. Enforcing laws across parish lines
with separate ordinances in place is not practical. In all likelihood, each parish has its own mies
and regulations regarding treatment of the edge of the bayou, many of which may not be specific
to the bayou. Removing debris, clearing clutter, and implementing erosion control are all tasks
linked directly to the issue of the rights of prope1ty owners along the banks of the bayou. It was
readily apparent that the corridor plan was not the fast time that enforcement was brought up as
a concern relative to debris and clean-up along the bayou. Solving the problem will take a
unified effort.
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Exhibit 4.15: Morgan City Mural Example

Before

Conceptual Approach

Condemnation of Abandoned and Unsalvageable Structures

In some cases, it can be expected that not all eyesores or unpleasant situations will get
resolved in a creative manner. In the case of unsightly, dilapidated, abandoned, or otherwise
neglected buildings, removal must proceed though the legal condemnation process. This process
is often long and tedious but nevertheless necessmy. A legal process in each parish and
municipality is required unless a corridor-wide approach is defined and legislative action taken.
Regardless of the approach, preparing an inventory of dilapidated strnctures is the first step. The
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same first step is needed to initiate an organized clean-up campaign. Specific sites must be
identified and owners must be contacted.

Signagc and Streetscape Improvements
Two primary oppo1tunities exist for creating a sense of unity along the Bayou Lafourche
corridor. These oppo1tunities focus on features to readily identify the corridor. Examples in
some small communities include placing flags on eve1y light standard along Main Street. In
other communities, street signs, light standards of a specific character, or period pieces are used.
In the case of the bayou corridor, placards, flags, banners, street furniture, and signage
offer opportunities for unifying the corridor. As noted earlier, using standard plant types and
design layouts are other solutions. Standard paving patterns for crossings or other similar traffic
control features are another option. While detailing these options is critical, further analysis and
consensus is required of cotTidor stakeholders.
Another effective technique to unify the corridor is the use of a standard logo to identify
the region. An example is shown in Exhibit 4.16. This example reflects the state, the region, the
bayou, and the coast. While consensus was not reached during the planning process relative to
an acceptable logo, all did agree that a corridor logo is needed.

Exhibit 4.16: Conceptual Corridor Logo

8/1-o/'Ot/f
rot/fRO!rE
CORR/OOR

Once in place, the corridor logo or another identifiable image can be used for letterhead,
flags, signage, and other visual purposes. Signs should be uniform in character and consistently
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employed. Examples of uses include directional markers, roadway identifiers, boundary
identifiers, distance messages, and welcome signs. Examples are noted in Exhibit 4.17.
Signage is one of the easiest and least costly ways to advertise the conidor and should be
implemented early in the project. Discussion with the Louisiana Department of Transportation
and Development must take place before any signs are placed in the highway right-of-way.
Below are samples of typical signs that might be used.
Exhibit 4.17: Signage Examples
Napoleonville
Labadieville
Thibodaux

WELCOME TO

f/

15 Miles
25 Miles
33 Miles

EM'l'CJ«

f..4r?>?t'R6'1/E
MR~

Welcome to

Welcome to

Thibodaux

Center for Traditional
Boat Building

+--

Approach to Implementation

With three separate parish units and municipalities involved in the corridor plan, two
major approaches to implementation offer options at this point. Fundamentally, the tln·ee parish
governments, tlll"ee sheriffs offices, and the municipalities could move forward toward
implementation independently. The second option is to unite in a c01Tidor-wide authority with
representation from each major stakeholder group.
Experience in similar matters that cross jurisdictional lines indicates that the most
successful approach is to create a clearly focused and separate entity. Water, sewer, and
recreation districts are typical examples.
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With the project planning components identified, implementation of the plan is the most
pressing need. Therefore, it was assumed that the second approach--creating an entity focused
on implementing the corridor plan-is the most viable option. Because of the significance of this
plan component, an entire section is devoted to implementation. Chapter 6, Implementation,
follows the cost component presented below in Chapter 5.

A1nerican Bald Eagle, Typical of Lake Verret
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5.0 Cost
Because corridor projects as well as community-wide projects are presented in
concept only, cost estimates are presented in an abstract, fundamental, order of magnitude
fashion. For the purpose of the corridor plan, working cost estimates for the noted top tier
projects are presented in Appendix C. To secure funding, in-depth cost estimates based upon
preliminmy engineering data should be obtained. For purposes of this submittal, top tier
projects, those that rated highest in Exhibit 3.1, are listed below. They are listed
geographically from nmth to south.
•

Sediment Basin Park, Donaldsonville

•

Bayouside Promenade Park I Community Center, Napoleonville

•

Canal Street Pedestrian Bridge, Thibodaux

•

Bayou Lafourche Linear Park, Thibodaux

•

Central Market and Cajun Village, Raceland

•

Bayouside Scenic Overlook at the Cajun Village, Raceland

•

Boardwalk along Company Canal, Lockpo1t

•

Woodlands/Wet lands Trails, Lockport

•

Louisiana Traditional Boat Building Center, Lockport

•

Nature Park, Larose

•

Seafood Market and Safe Harbor Marina, Golden Meadow

•

Maritime Forest Ridge, Pmt Fourchon

•

Fishing Pier and Amenities, Port Fourchon

•

Corridor-wide Projects

Once these projects have secured funding, a detailed prelimina1y design will be
prepared. From there a more detailed preliminmy cost will be derived. The cost estimates
can be updated as more definite details become available. As this report was nearing
completion, plans and specifications were soon to begin for Phase l of the Cajun Village
(Central Market) and Bayouside scenic overlook at Raceland.
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6.0 IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
6.1

Short-term Implementation

The short-term implementation strategy involves moving forward with the most
visible, greatest impact, and/or funded projects as soon as possible. As selected at the public
meetings and in the priority matrix, the Central Market and Cajun Village at Raceland will be
the first projects. The Central Market and Cajun Village will engage the visitors stopping at
the Welcome Center and direct them to explore the corridor. The funding for this project is in
place with approximately $425,000 of HUD EDI funds. The project can be constructed and
in place in 2007 and 2008.
A second village feature, the scenic overlook and bayouside dock at the Welcome
Center has TEA-21 funding in place allowing the project to proceed to construction. This
project will also be designed and constructed immediately. In addition to these two projects,
the parishes and municipalities can and should seek funding as soon as possible. By way of
strategy, by November 1, 2007, each govenunental entity should coordinate with its
Legislative delegation for submitting a capital outlay request. Other funding options are
noted in Section 6.3 below.

6.2

Long-term Implementation

The long-term implementation of the corridor initiatives will depend on available
funding sources. The priority matrix should be reviewed and revisited as new funding
opportunities become available to ensure that the appropriate projects are selected in a
coordinated fashion.
It is imperative that an authority be formed or other wise assigned to coordinate with
all governmental entities and guide corridor-wide as well as project specific initiatives. At
the final group meeting of parish and municipal authorities, a consensus was reached to
address the Bayou Lafourche Freshwater District board regarding its participating in at least
some of the corridor-wide programs, pmticularly those focused on non-construction
components of the plan. It was agreed that this approach was necessmy prior to creating a
new district authority are forming a 50l(c)(3) corporation. Once the Freshwater District
board determines its role in the program, determining the ideal mechanism for the remaining
long-term functions can be addressed.
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6.3

Funding Sources

Several funding sources routinely provide funds for projects typical of those
identified in this Bayou Lafourche corridor plan. They include the following:
•

HUD EDI (which funded part of this study and the first project)

•

Land and Water Conservation Fund-U.S. Depatiment oflnterior administered
through the Louisiana Depatiment of Culture, Recreation, and Tourism

•

NEXTEA/TEA-LU-U.S. Department of Transportation (Formally TEA-21)
administered through the Louisiana Department of Transportation and
Development

•

Capital Outlay-Louisiana Legislature

•

Atchafalaya Basin Program (Assumption Parish only)---Louisiana Department of
Natural Resources

•

Federal Trails Grants-Governor's Office administered by Louisiana Department
of Transportation and Development

•

Numerous other public and private sources
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List of Attractions
Name of Attraction

ID#

Location

Parish

Category

Year

2 Paddle Bayou Lafourche

Donaldsonvllle

Tri-parish

activity

3 Paddle Bayou Lafourche

Lockport

Tri-parish

activity

4 Paddle Bayou Lafourche

Napoleonville

Tri-parish

aclivlty

5 Evan Hall Slave Cabins

Donaldsonville

Ascension

Architecture

1825-1850

6 Lemann store

Donaldsonville

Ascension

Architecture

1875-1900

National
Re ister

14 Lamartina Bulldlng

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Architecture

1850-1874

15 McCulla House

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Architecture

1900

16 NSU Charles Elkins Hall

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Architecture

1925

17 Peltier House

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Architecture

1900

18 Riviere Bldg

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Architecture

1900

19 Robichaux House

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Architecture

1875

20 Zephrrtn Toups House

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Architecture

1850-1875

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

1825·1850

x

7 Bank of Lockport (Gouaux Bldg)

Lockport

Lafourche

Architecture

1900

8 Ledet House

Raceland

Lafourche

Architecture

1850

9 Bank of Lafourche Building (Oii and Gas Bldg)

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Architecture

1875

10 Breaux House

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Architecture

1875

11 Dansereau House {Calwell Home)

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Architecture

1825-1850

12 Grand Theater

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Architecture

1925

13 House at 914 Jackson St

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Architecture

1850

21 Boat L!!ndlng

Napoleonville

Assumption

Boat Landing

22 Arthur Matherne, Inc

Des Allemands

Lafourche

Boat tours

23 Jean Lafitte National Historic Park

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Boat tours

24 Torres' Cajun Swamp Tours

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Boat tours

25 lam's Bayou Swamp Tours

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Boat tours

26 Bayou Resorts

Galllano

Lafourche

Campground

27 Pure Cajun Camp Ground

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Campground

Church oft he Ascension of Our Lord and
28 Cemete

Don!!ldsonvllle

Ascension

Church

x

29 St. jlh_llOinena Catholic Churc_h

Labadlevllle

Assumption

Church

30 OUr (ady Of the Rosiny_Church

Larose

LafoUrche

Church

1873

31 Chrlst Episcopal Chuich and grave yard

NapOleo'nvllle

Assumption

Ch Urch

1es3
1900
1900

Nai>oleonvllle

Assumption

Church

Palncourtvllle

Assumption

Church

34 Assuniptlon of Blessed Virgin Mary Church

Plaltenvllle

AssumpUOn

Church

35 St. Mary's Ch1JrCh

Raceland

Lafourche

Church

36 St John's Episcopal Church and cemetery

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Chur(:h

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Church

32 St. Anne Catholic Church
33

37

s;t. Eli~abeth Catholic Churi:h

$t. _Joseph's Co-Cathe~fral_

x
x
x

x

80 Ascension Parish Courthouse

Donaldsonville

Ascension

Gov. bldg.

81 Larose Civic Center

Larose

Lafourche

Gov. bldg.

82 Assumption Parish Courthouse

Napoleonvllle

Assumption

Gov. bldg.

83 Civic Center

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Gov. bldg.

84 Lafourche Parish Courthouse

Thibodaux

Lafourche

Gov.bldg.

x
x
x
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Working Cost Estimate - For Preliminary Draft Submittal
Central Market
Item
Central Market Building
ParkinQ Concrete (30 spaces)
Parkina Annreaate (30 soaces)
Concrete sidewalks
Renovations of Small Buildina
Renovations of Mediuml Building
Renovations of Laroe Building
Overlook I Boat Landina
Landscape
Lighting

TOTAL

Qtv.
4,000
1,800
600
80
2
2
2
1
1
1

Unit

s.f.
s.v.
c.v.
s.v.
L.S.
L.S.
L.S.
L.S.
L.S.
L.S.

Unit Cost
175
$
60
$
100
$
55
$
$ 75,000
$ 100,000
$ 150,000
$ 140,000
$ 75,000
$ 90,000

Cost

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

700,000
108,000
60,000
4,400
150,000
200,000
300,000
140,000
75,000
90,000

$ 1,827,400

Working Cost Estimate - For Preliminary Draft Submittal
Waiting for port cost estimate

Item

Maritime Forest Ridge, Port Fourchon
Qtv.

Unit

Unit Cost

Cost
$0

Parkina Concrete (30 spaces)
ParkinQ AaareQate {30 spaces)
Concrete sidewalks
Overlook I Boat Landina
Landscape
Li!'lhtinQ
Interpretive/Welcome Center
Walkina trail mavedl
Walking trail (unpaved)
Bank FishinQ piers (wood)
Dedqinq
Boat Ramo
Amohitheater (Outdoor Classroom)
Boardwalk

TOTAL

s.v.
c.v.
s.v.
L.S.
L.S.
L.S.
s.f.

I.I.
I.I.

1

L.S.

I.I.

$

$
$

60
100
55

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

$
$
$

160
55
35

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

-

Working Cost Estimate - For Preliminary Draft Submittal
Waiting for port cost estimate

Fishing Pier, Port Fourchon

Item

Qtv.

ParkinQ Concrete (30 spaces)
ParkinQ Annre<:iate (30 soaces\
Concrete sidewalks
Overlook I Boat LandinQ
Landscape
Liahtin<:i
lntemretive/Welcome Center
Walkina trail maved)
Walkinq trail (unpaved\
Concrete fishin<:i pier ( 1500 l.f.)
Pedestrian Bridae

TOTAL

Unit

Unit Cost

Cost

s.v.

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

c.v.
L.S.
L.S.
L.S.
L.S.

45
100

$

-

-

-

-

-

Working Cost Estimate - For Preliminary Draft Submittal

Item
Parkina Concrete (30 spaces)
ParkinQ AoareQate (30 spaces)
Concrete sidewalks
Fishina Pier (20'x40' wood)
Landscape
Liqhlin!'l
Dedqinq
Boat Ramo
Pedestrian BridQe (150')

TOTAL

Sediment Basin/ Rice Mill
Donaldsonville
Unit
Unit Cost
Qtv
s.v.
60
1,800
$
c.v.
100
600
$
s.v.
55
350
$
250
l.f.
160
$
L.S.
1
$ 100,000
L.S.
1
$ 150,000
c.v.
5
$
L.S.
75,000
1
$
2
L.S.
$ 180,000

Cost
$ 108,000
$ 60,000
$ 19,250
$ 40,000
$ 100,000
$ 150,000
$
$ 75,000
$ 360,000

$ 912,250

Working Cost Estimate - For Preliminary Draft Submittal

Item
Parkin a Concrete (60 spaces)
Parkin a Annreaate (30 spaces l
Concrete sidewalks
Renovations of Larae Buildinq
Boat Landina
Landscape
Lighting
Boardwalk with railina
Dedaina

TOTAL

Bayouside Promenade Park
Napoleonville
Qtv.
Unit
Unit Cost
3,600
600
4,000
1
1
1
1
450

s.v.
c.v.
c.y.
L.S.
L.S.
L.S.
L.S.
L.F.
c.v.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

60
100
55
500,000
75,000
75,000
130,000
350
5

Cost

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

216,000
60,000
220,000
500,000
75,000
75,000
130,000
157,500
-

$ 1,433,500

Working Cost Estimate • For Preliminary Draft Submittal

Item
ParkinQ Concrete (150 spaces\
Landscaoe
Liahtina
Walkina trail lnaved\
Bank Fishina piers (wood)
Pedestrian Bridae (275')
Dedaina
Boat Ramp
Amphitheater

TOTAL

Bayou Lafourche Linear Park
Thibodaux
Qty.
Unit
Unit Cost
9,000
60
s.v.
$
1
150,000
L.S.
$
1
175,000
L.S.
$
5,000
I.I.
55
$
250
100
I.I.
$
1
L.S.
300,000
$
5
c.v.
$
1
L.S.
75,000
$
L.S.
180,000
1
$

Cost

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

540,000
150,000
175,000
275,000
25,000
300,000

$

1,720,000

75,000
180,000

-

Working Cost Estimate - For Preliminary Draft Submittal
Woodland/Wetlands Boardwalk
Locknort
Item
Parkina Annregate (30 spaces\
Overlook I Boat LandinQ
Landscape
Liahtina
lnteroretive/Welcome Center
Walkina trail loavedl
Walking trail (unpaved)
Bank FishinQ piers (wood)
DedQinQ (Clean Comoanv Canal)
Amohitheater (Outdoor Classroom)
Boardwalk

TOTAL

Qtv.
1,800
1
1
1
2,500
2,500
5,000
100
1
2,500

Unit
c.v.
L.S.
L.S.
L.S.
s.f.
l.f.
l.f.

I.I.
L.S.
L.S.
l.f.

Unit Cost
100
$
75,000
$
50,000
$
75,000
$
175
$
55
$
35
$
250
$

$
$

30,000
100

Cost

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

180,000
75,000
50,000
75,000
437,500
137,500
175,000
25,000

$

1,435,000

30,000
250,000

Working Cost Estimate - For Preliminary Draft Submittal

Item
Parkina Concrete 130 spaces)
Parkin[l Aaore[late (30 spaces)
Concrete sidewalks
Overlook I Boat Landina
Landscape
Lightina
lnteroretive/Welcome Center
Walking trail loaved)
WalkinQ trail (unpaved)
Bank Fishim:i oiers {wood)
Dedaina
Boat Ramo
Marina I 20 sliosl

TOTAL

Nature Park and Marina
Larose
Unit Cost
Qtv.
Unit
1,800
600
2,000
1
1
1
1,800
1,000
2,500
100
1
1

S.V.

c.v.
s.v.

LS.
LS.
LS.
s.f.

I.I.
l.f.
l.f.

LS.
LS.
LS.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

45
100
55
75,000
80,000
125,000
175
55
35
250
5
75,000

Cost

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

81,000
60,000
110,000
75,000
80,000
125,000
315,000
55,000
87,500
25,000

75,000

$

1,088,500

Working Cost Estimate - For Preliminary Draft Submittal
Seafood Market and Safe Harbor
Golden Meadow
Item
Market Buildina
Parkina Concrete (30 soaces)
Parkina Annreaate 130 soaces)
Concrete sidewalks
Overlook I Boat Landina
Landscaoe
Liahtina
Bank Fishina oiers lwoodl
Dedaina
Marina ( 20 sliosl

TOTAL

Qtv.
1.500
1.800
600
400
1
1
1
150
1

Unit
s.f.
s.v.
c.v.
s.v.
L.S.
L.S.
L.S.
l.f.
L.S.
L.S.

Unit Cost

Cost

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

225,000
81,000
60,000
22,000
75,000
30,000
130,000
37,500

$

660,500

150
45
100
55
75,000
30,000
130,000
250

-

